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The concept of open data access is a very important topic nowadays. The concept assumes that all data collected or
generated by public sector bodies (excepting personal data and data protected under existing privacy protection or
accessibility rules) is made publicly accessible in commonly-used, machine-readable formats and can be re-used
for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial.
Governmental agencies are considered to be the most significant data owners and providers in modern societies.
The sheer volume and wealth of this data makes apparent the potential benefits of reusing, combining, and process-
ing governmental data. Even though metadata (information about the data) is sometimes published, administrations
typically express reluctance to making their data available, for various reasons, cultural, political, legal, institutional
and technical. The governmental spatial information (also called geospatial data, georeferenced data or geodata)
producers in Romania are no exception -with the additional situation that even metadata is not usually available.
Starting from 2013 a joint program between a Swiss partner (The Swiss Federal Institute of Technology ETH-
Zurich - Institute of Cartography and Geoinformation) and a Romanian partner (Technical University of Civil En-
gineering - UTCB) is developed in order to establish a new approach on the open geodata topic.
The main objective of the project GEOIDEA.RO (GEodata Openness Initiative for Development and Economic
Advancement in ROmania) is to improve the scientific basis for open geodata model adoption in Romania. Is our
believe that publishing government geodata in Romania over the Internet,under an open license and in a reusable
format can strengthen citizen engagement and yield new innovative businesses, bringing substantial social and
economic gains.


